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The problem

Refrigeration accounts for almost 20% of global energy consumption… and each day they do a lot
of stopping and starting – often unnecessarily.

When a refrigerator detects that the internal ‘air’
temperature is rising above the desired ‘set-point’ it starts
the refrigeration compressor and another ‘cycle’ begins.
In any given day a refrigerator may stop and start 100 to
500 times.
Remember: You want your refrigeration to cool food,
not air…
Most refrigerators use the same signal to control the
compressor that they’ve been using for the past 100
years; air temperature. But don’t we buy refrigeration
to cool products, not air? For health and safety reasons
commercial owner/operators are required to take manual
temperature samples of stored food… we care about the
food, not the air.
Briefly opening a refrigerator door allows warm air
to enter the fridge but this is unlikely to effect food
temperature. Air has very little thermal mass and
thus rises far more rapidly than food temperature, so
refrigeration cycles are usually more frequent than they
need to be to maintain the required food temperature.
The result is excessive energy consumption, undue wear
& tear, shorter equipment life and greater incidence of
mechanical breakdown & call-outs.

Did you know?

....................................................................................................................
Reduces energy consumption by up to 33%
....................................................................................................................
Retrofit device that is simple to install, requiring zero
maintenance
....................................................................................................................
Ensures a more efficient refrigeration cycle, leading to
lower energy costs and improved equipment reliability
....................................................................................................................
Provides enhanced control of the temperature of stored
food products
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The solution

CUES will transform your refrigeration into a system that
responds to food temperature instead of air temperature. It
can reduce your energy costs by up to 33%. It achieves this
by encapsulating the air thermostat with a specially blended
food simulant wax that has the same thermal characteristics
(thermal conductivity and thermal mass) as typical food
products.

CUES can also be connected to a hand held portable
monitoring device and used as a food block probe to avoid
invasive food temperature monitoring and recording.

While this concept has been known to some specialists
in the field for decades… until now there has never been
a method of ensuring consistent results that can be
scientifically measured and verified, thus enabling a solution
to be faithfully replicated and monitored.

• NSF Approved - Better control of food temperature and,
according to some opinions, food tastes better for longer
• Reduced Maintenance - Reducing the refrigeration cycles
by 50-75% can double the life of the compressor and will
also reduce breakdown and servicing costs
• Designed and Manufactured in the UK - Built in the UK to
the highest standards
• Energy Savings - Save up to 33% on something that could
be responsible for 57% of your energy bill, or more

The specially developed hydrocarbon Food Simulant Wax is
in effect a non-perishable food.

A brilliantly simple concept - simply brilliant results
The benefits of CUES are not limited to energy saving:

The unique copyright design of the CUES housing ensures
a subcutaneous temperature measurement at a consistent
5mm below the ‘food’ surface. This means the compressor
will only be energised when there is a genuine need to cool
food. No more – no less!

TIME

WITH CUES

ENERGY

ENERGY

WITHOUT CUES

TIME
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Suitable applications

CUES is most effective on the most common type
of cooler/freezer cabinets which are serviced by a
single compressor.
If there are multiple cabinets served by one compressor
they may be fitted with more than one thermocouple probe,
which measures the ‘local’ cabinet air temperature. To
prevent premature compressor start up and gain maximum
benefit CUES must be fitted to all the thermocouple probes.
Many large modern cooler/freezer cabinets are serviced
by a compressor bank, rather than a single compressor,
to maintain maximum efficiency. These are usually multicabinet systems such as those found in supermarkets. Each
cabinet will be fitted with a minimum of one thermo
couple probe.

Even on new refrigeration equipment CUES can improve
efficiency, as most new refrigeration systems still use the air
temperature to determine the condition of the contents of
the fridge.
CUES can also be used on many trailer refrigeration systems,
as they are similar to land based cooler/freezers. The
primary difference is the use of diesel powered generation,
so long as there is access to the temperature probe CUES
will be extremely effective in reducing compressor run times.
CUES would not be suitable for blast chillers that rapidly
reduce hot food temperature for later reheating from
frozen or chilled, these chillers do not need a consistent
temperature to achieve a rapid chill.

The thermocouple probes are generally connected to a
controller which, depending on the cooling requirement, can
call for either one or a number of compressors to maintain
cabinet temperature. Again, in such cases, CUES must be
fitted to all of the thermocouple probes.
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Case study

The Korean National Federation of Fisheries
Cooperatives (SUHYUP) employed good design,
procedures and maintenance programs to reduce
wasted energy from their refrigeration rooms at their
plant in Gwangju City.

圀椀琀栀 䌀甀攀猀

WITHOUT CUES 1
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Their rooms had double doors with air curtains for each
door. Could CUES deliver useful savings and benefits with
their refrigeration rooms?
By utilising Eniscope’s real-time and historical energy
monitoring the performance of the refrigeration units
could be monitored, not just for any energy saved, but
also for the run time of the compressor and motor.

WITH CUES 2
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In July 2014, monitoring of the refrigeration room’s
operation was carried out, initially with CUES installed, and
then without CUES.
Graph 1 reveals the readings for the period from July 21,
through to July 22nd without CUES. The graph shows a
total of 281 kWh electricity consumption.
In Graph 2 we see the recording for 24 hours with CUES
fitted from 10am on July 19 through to 10am on July 20.
The graph shows a total of 243 kWh electricity
consumption.

WITHOUT CUES 3
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Notice the difference in the two graphs. If this daily
saving continued for a year, it would deliver a saving of
13,870 kWh - please note that actual savings would be
dependent on several conditions.
What also needs to be considered when using CUES is
the reduction in the activity of the compressor system Eniscope also provided data on this as seen in Graph 3
and 4.

WITH CUES 4

Notice the rest period of the compressor (arrows with
CUES installed compared to when CUES was out of line.
Apart from less energy being consumed, there
is far less wear on the compressor system 14%
reducing maintenance and down time.
Saving
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Case study

Major French retailer Intermarché have benefitted
from CUES. As an example of the savings available
consider their Intermarché Express store.
CUES was installed in each of the stores 18 freezer cabinets,
all fitted with glass doors. The electricity consumption was
recorded before and after the installation.
A record of the electricity consumption was made between
February 10 and 13, 2015, before CUES was installed. Over
the three days the electricity consumption recorded for all
18 cabinets was 909 kWh, as seen on the red line of the
comparison graph below.

Graph 1 shows the results after CUES was installed on each
unit. Graph 2 reading of electricity consumption taken
between between February 16 to 19, 2015 recorded a drop
in consumption to 703.06 kWh, a saving of 205.94 kWh.
Extrapolated annually (based on these recordings and
circumstances) a total of 25,000 kWh would be saved, at a
cost of .075 € per kWh that would provide a reduction of
€1,875 annually from the store’s utility bill.

23%

Saving

Comparison Graph
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Case study

Frutas Escandell S.A. in Barcelona, Spain, is a third
generation fruit distribution business, purchasing
from farmers and selling on to distributors and end
consumers.

The data from Eniscope shows the amount of energy saved.
Before CUES was installed on January 11, the average
consumption was 230 kWh on working days and 120 kWh
over the weekend.

Fruit is very sensitive and has to be chilled enough to avoid
early maturation, with care being taken not to freeze the
chillers contents, which would make the product unsaleable.

With CUES installed consumption dropped to 170 kWh and
70 kWh respectively - that’s around 26% savings on week
days, and over a 40% saving on the weekend.

The company uses four walk in chillers to preserve their
goods. Using Eniscope to monitor energy consumption and
the activity of the chillers they were able to check on the
performance of CUES.

The fruit also remained in excellent condition.

CUES was fitted onto the temperature sensor in one of
the chiller units, allowing for the thermostat to be turned
up by 1°C. The temperature of the stored fruit, in this
case strawberries, was monitored to ensure the product
remained healthy.

Escandell are now fitting CUES to all their chillers.

26-40%
Saving
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Product verification & testing

Anything that is in the vicinity of, or in contact
with, food needs to be safe and achieve public
health standards.
The material from which CUES is constructed and the
high-tech wax at the core of the unit is food safe. This is
confirmed by certificates and test reports (see opposite)
from independent organisations and manufacturers.
NSF International (National Sanitation Foundation) tested
a standard CUES and passed it as safe for use with food
products, they reported on CUES :
“The test sample complies with the acceptance criteria and
the overall status of testing is a PASS.”
NSF International is an independent accredited organisation
that manufacturers, regulators and consumers look to for
the development of public health standards and certification
programs that help protect the world’s food, water,
consumer products and environment.
Multinational company LG also certify that their materials
which are used in the manufacture of the CUES exterior
case, are safe for use in proximity to food products.
CUES is safe to be used with food.

The CUES Food Block Probe is certified accurate by UKAS
(United Kingdom Accreditation Service).
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Installation

Installation Guide – CUES should only be installed by a qualified
refrigeration engineer.
1. Locate the position of the sensors (thermistors / probes /
capillaries) within the refrigerator. They will normally be
on the inside of the r efrigerator, behind an easily
removable panel at the back or bottom of t he unit

5. If needed, CUES unit comes complete with a purpose
made fixing bracket that can be used to securely fasten
the CUES unit to the fridge wall, with e
 ither two screws or
proprietary double sides adhesive tape ( not provided)

2. Once you have located the probe you will need to make a
decision whether to fit the Standard CUES model (CES1/1)
or the Compact version ( CES2/1)

6. The refrigeration unit should now be working more
efficiently, resulting in a
 lower core food temperature
(typical temperature drop of 1 - 2°C) as a result of the
fewer but longer, deeper cooling cycles. By subsequently 		
monitoring the temperature of the stored ‘food’ by use
of an additional CUES Food Block Probe it is often
possible to increase the set temperature of the
incumbent thermostat by 1-2 degrees and still main the
requisite food temperature, affording further meaningful
energy savings.

3. CUES Standard unit will provide the best performance
characteristics; however, in the event that the space is too
small then the compact unit m
 ay be used (where the
probe measures less than 50mm / 2” in length)
4. Insert the refrigerator probe through the blue membrane
cap at the end o
 f the CUES unit. The end stop will
prevent you from pushing it in too far; h
 owever, you
should avoid forcing the probe in too far as you may 
damage the refrigeration probe

1

2

3

4

5

6
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Technical diagram/schematics

High-grade, food safe ABS
plastic housing protects
the probe and wax based
food simulant
Advanced, food-safe wax
food simulant mimics
thermodynamic properties
of food

Positioning guides throughout unit
ensure central positioning of the
temperature probe
High tech seal holds probe
centrally within CUES unit and
retains wax

Unique, protected design
(Design Registration No. 4027590)
provides a consistent thermal eﬀect.

Probe shown inserted
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Technical specifications

NSF General Description of Equipment:
CUES is scientifically engineered to simulate the properties
of food. The food safe, lightweight ABS housing surrounds a
high tech wax which simulates an average small food sample
in a pre-packed condition. Both have the same thermal
characteristics.
...................................................................................................................
NSF Approved End Use:
Placed over the internal probe in commercial refrigeration,
constrained by internal guides and a front membrane. CUES
is designed to reduce energy consumption of commercial
refrigeration.
...................................................................................................................
NSF Model Number Tested: CUES/000101.
...................................................................................................................
Model Versions:
CUES, CUES Compact,
		
CUES Food Block Probe (FBP).
...................................................................................................................
Activating Temperature Sensing Probe/thermocouple:
Incumbent on host cabinet. Best digital temperature sensor
(FBP only).
...................................................................................................................
Connection:
Manual self-sealing valve.
		
3 Pin waterproof connector
		
(FBP only).
...................................................................................................................
Dimensions in mm:
120 x 28 x 28 (CUES Standard).
...................................................................................................................

Humidity:
0-100%.
...................................................................................................................
IP Rating:
IP66.
...................................................................................................................
Warranty:
BEST guarantees to the purchaser that this product is free
of defects in material and workmanship for two years,
commencing from the date of purchase. CUES is warranted
only in normal use. It does not cover failures caused by
improper installation, abuse, misuse, modification or
alteration of the physical construction and events beyond
our control.
...................................................................................................................
IP Protection:
CUES is a Registered Trademark. Incorporated claim in UK
Patent GB2512129. Registered UK Copyright design no.
4027590.
...................................................................................................................
Use Limitations (if applicable):
• Not suitable for applications where the thermostat is
in direct contact with the evaporator.
• Should not be fitted to blast chillers, icemakers or
domestic units.
• Not suitable for probes exceeding 10mm in diameter.
• Should not be used in open fruit and vegetable
display cases.
• Not to be used in direct contact with food.

Operating Temperature:
-30 to +40 Degrees centigrade.
...................................................................................................................
Storage temperature:
-30 to +40 Degrees centigrade.
...................................................................................................................
Food Simulant Wax Properties:
A pure quality wax/jelly, white and translucent in appearance,
unctuous mineral in nature.
...................................................................................................................
Housing Material:
ABS/Thermoplastic Elastomer.
...................................................................................................................
Shipping Weight (boxed):
105g with packaging.
...................................................................................................................
MTBF:

10 years.
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